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G protein– coupled receptors (GPCRs) use a series of con-
served microswitches to transmit signals across the cell mem-
brane via an allosteric network encompassing the ligand-bind-
ing site and the G protein-binding site. Crystal structures of
GPCRs provide snapshots of their inactive and active states, but
poorly describe the conformational dynamics of the allosteric
network that underlies GPCR activation. Here, we analyzed the
correlation between ligand binding and receptor conformation
of the �1A-adrenoreceptor, a GPCR that stimulates smooth
muscle contraction in response to binding noradrenaline. NMR
of [13C�H3]methionine-labeled �1A-adrenoreceptor variants,
each exhibiting differing signaling capacities, revealed how dif-
ferent classes of ligands modulate the conformational equilibria
of this receptor. [13C�H3]Methionine residues near the micro-
switches exhibited distinct states that correlated with ligand
efficacies, supporting a conformational selection mechanism.
We propose that allosteric coupling among the microswitches
controls the conformation of the �1A-adrenoreceptor and
underlies the mechanism of ligand modulation of GPCR signal-
ing in cells.

G protein– coupled receptors (GPCRs)3 are integral mem-
brane proteins sharing a common seven-helix transmembrane
domain (TMD). Conformational changes to the TMD are

required to transmit the extracellular stimuli intracellularly to
activate signaling pathways. Over the past 20 years X-ray crystal
structures, and more recently cryo-EM structures, have
revealed a plethora of structural details on how functionally
different ligands interact with GPCRs and the conformational
changes they induce. Most structures solved to date are of
GPCRs in inactive states, bound to inverse agonists or antago-
nists (1). A few have been crystalized with agonist alone (1),
with resultant structures similar to antagonist-bound inactive
states. Complexes of GPCRs with active state-stabilizing nano-
bodies, engineered mini G proteins, G� C-terminal peptide, or
heterotrimeric G proteins appear necessary to stabilize agonist-
bound GPCRs in active states for X-ray and cryoelectron
microscopy structure determination (2). Using these tools, sev-
eral active state GPCR structures have been solved (1–3),
revealing conserved conformational changes that occur upon
receptor activation. These include rearrangements in the
ligand-binding site and a large outward movement at the cyto-
plasmic side of transmembrane (TM) helix 6 (TM6) to accom-
modate G protein binding. Although providing a wealth of
structural detail of static receptor conformations, these struc-
tures generally do not provide insight into GPCR signaling
complexities such as basal receptor activity, partial agonism,
and biased agonism.

To address this shortfall, spectroscopic techniques, sup-
ported by molecular dynamic simulations, have given insight
into the conformational dynamics that underlie the activity of a
few diffusible ligand-activated GPCRs including �2-adrenergic
receptor (�2-AR) (4 –12), �1-adrenergic receptor (�1-AR) (13,
14), adenosine A2A receptor (A2AR) (15–18), �-opioid receptor
(�OR) (19, 20), leukotriene B4 receptor (BLT2) (21), and the
M2 muscarinic acetylcholine receptor (M2R) (22). By far the
most studied receptor in this regard is �2-AR, for which
[13C�H3]methionine labeling NMR (5, 8, 9), 19F NMR (6, 7, 10,
11), and electron paramagnetic resonance (10) have been
applied to characterize the conformational signatures of this
receptor when bound to various ligands and a G protein
mimetic nanobody. These studies reveal that GPCRs are
highly dynamic, sampling inactive and active conforma-
tional states, and are thought to predominantly function via
a conformational selection mechanism (15, 23). Such a
mechanism posits that a GPCR constantly samples various
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inactive and active conformations, all existing in equilib-
rium. Ligands preferentially bind to particular receptor
states, depending on their pharmacological characteristics,
thus shifting the conformational equilibrium toward these
preferred states and modulating the signaling output of the
system. The extracellular orthosteric ligand-binding site in
adrenoceptors is connected to the intracellular G protein-
binding site through a series of conserved microswitches
(24 –27) (Fig. 1): a central transmission switch (also called
the connector region, CWXP motif or PIF motif (28)), the
NPXXY switch, and the intracellular G protein-binding site,
characterized by the DRY motif (or switch). How these
microswitches coordinate the transmission of the extracel-
lular signal is not clear, but molecular dynamics (MD) sim-
ulations and NMR data have led to a mechanistic description
of “loose allosteric coupling” (28).

This mechanism refers to each microswitch as conforma-
tionally independent from the others, which as an active DRY
motif state is not significantly dependent on an active state in
the transmission switch. That said, an active state in the trans-
mission switch does increase the probability of the DRY motif
(and thus the receptor) to sample active states (thus, loose allos-
teric coupling) (28). Put simply, the conformational changes
that occur in the microswitches are thought to drive the overall
equilibrium state of the receptor system. Despite recent work, it
is not well-understood how the binding of ligands such as
inverse agonists influence the microswitch state equilibria to
decrease basal receptor activity.

�1-Adrenoceptors (�1-ARs) comprise three Gq-coupled
GPCR subtypes (�1A-, �1B-, and �1D-AR) that bind and sense
the endogenous catecholamines, adrenaline and noradrenaline,
to modulate a range of physiological processes. In the periph-
ery, postsynaptic �1-AR stimulation by catecholamines medi-
ates smooth muscle contraction, thus �1-AR antagonists and
inverse agonists are clinically prescribed to treat hypertension

and benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) (29). �1-ARs are also
widely expressed in the central nervous system, but the lack of
subtype-selective antibodies and ligands limits the understand-
ing of their role in neuroplasticity and neurodegeneration (30).
Currently there are no available crystal structures of an �1-AR
family member, which limits the rational design of more selec-
tive compounds to probe the physiological role of �1A-adreno-
receptor (�1A-AR) in the central nervous system.

Recombinant �1A-AR expresses poorly and the resultant
protein is particularly unstable when purified in detergent (31),
which has hindered biochemical studies of this GPCR.
Recently, we engineered an �1A-AR variant, �1A-AR-A4, that
can be expressed in Escherichia coli and exhibits improved sta-
bility when purified in detergents (32). When expressed in
COS-7 cells �1A-AR-A4 exhibits no signaling efficacy in
response to adrenaline stimulation (32). In the present study,
�1A-AR-A4 was labeled with [13C�H3]methionine at the five
naturally occurring methionine residues, providing NMR
probes to assess how inverse agonists, partial agonists, and full
agonists influence receptor conformational equilibria. Three of
these methionines are excellent probes of the ligand-binding
site and the microswitches proposed to be markers of signal
transmission: Met-2926.55 (superscript denotes GPCRdb num-
bering (33)) is located in the ligand-binding site; Met-1153.41 is
proximal to the transmission switch (Ile-1143.40, Pro-1965.50,
Leu-1975.51, Phe-2816.44, and Trp-2856.48); and Met-2035.57 sits
above the tyrosine of the DRY motif (Asp-1303.49, Arg-1313.50,
and Tyr-1323.51). Using the inactive �1A-AR variant, �1A-AR-
A4, and by reverse mutation to an active receptor (�1A-AR-
A4 –active) we show that for Met-1153.41 and Met-2035.57 the
chemical shifts and line widths of the 13C�H3 groups are depen-
dent on ligand efficacy (from strong inverse agonist to full ago-
nist), suggesting that �1A-AR activation proceeds primarily
through a conformational selection mechanism.

Figure 1. Methionine residues in �1A-AR. A, the location of six methionines on a cartoon representation of �1A-AR. Methionine side chains are highlighted as
red sticks. Bound adrenaline and G protein are colored in green and purple, respectively. B–D, homology models of �1A-AR-A4 in the inactive state (blue; modeled
on the X-ray crystal structure of inactive �2-AR, PDB ID 5JQH) and active state (pink; modeled on the X-ray crystal structure of active �2-AR, PDB ID 3SN6) are
superimposed showing inferred conformational changes that occur in the ligand-binding pocket (B), transmission switch (C), and G protein-binding site (D).
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Results
13C�H3 Methionine labeling and NMR signal assignment

�1A-AR-A4 is a thermostabilized variant of the human
�1A-AR that contains 15 amino acid substitutions over wildtype
(WT) human �1A-AR (Fig. S1). Excluding Met-1, �1A-AR-A4
possesses six methionine residues, five of which are natu-
rally occurring (Met-1153.41, Met-1454.44, Met-2035.57, Met-
248ICL3, and Met-2926.55) and one, Met-802.58, is a thermosta-
bilizing mutation previously selected for using directed
evolution for detergent stability (32) (Fig. S1). Homology mod-
els of �1A-AR (Fig. 1) built on in inactive and active states of
X-ray structures of �2-AR show that three of these methionines
were particularly interesting as conformational probes as they
are located either within the adrenaline-binding site (Met-
2926.55), immediately adjacent to the highly conserved Ile-
1143.40 of the transmission switch (Met-1153.41), or sitting
above Tyr-1253.51 of the DRY motif within the G protein-bind-
ing site (Met-2035.57). These homology models of �1A-AR sug-
gest that each of these regions undergo significant local rear-
rangements between inactive to active conformations (Fig. 1).

�1A-AR-A4 was expressed and labeled with [13C�H3]me-
thionine using an adapted E. coli methionine biosynthesis path-
way inhibition protocol that we have previously used to gener-
ate [13C�H3]methionine-labeled neurotensin receptor 1 (NTS1)
samples labeled with 96% incorporation efficiency (34, 35).
Using this method �1A-AR-A4 expressed well and could
be purified, solubilized in n-dodecyl-�-D-maltopyranoside
(DDM), with a yield of (0.5–1 mg/liter of culture). 40 – 60 �M

samples of [13C�H3]methionine-labeled �1A-AR-A4 were sub-
sequently used to record 2D 1H-13C SOFAST-heteronuclear
multiple quantum coherence (HMQC) spectra in the apo state,
and in the bound states for prazosin (full inverse agonist),
WB-4101 (partial inverse agonist), phentolamine (partial
inverse agonist), silodosin (or KMD-3213, neutral antagonist),
oxymetazoline (partial agonist), and adrenaline (full agonist)
(Fig. 2 and Fig. S2). Individual [13C�H3]methionine resonances
were assigned by expressing and analyzing �1A-AR-A4 M80L,
�1A-AR-A4 M115I, �1A-AR-A4 M203L, �1A-AR-A4 M248I,
and �1A-AR-A4 M292I mutants in the same way. 1H-13C
SOFAST-HMQC spectra enabled clear assignment of mutated
methionines as the remaining five resonances in these spectra
showed only small chemical shift differences in the presence of
the mutation (Fig. S3). The [13C�H3]methionine of the apo state
of �1A-AR-A4 showed clear single resonances for each methyl
with no significant heterogeneity (Fig. 2), in contrast to many
previously studied GPCRs (5, 8, 14, 20 –22). Met-1454.44 and
Met-248ICL3 exhibited intense signals with 1H and 13C chemi-
cal shifts of the methyl group indicative of solvent-exposed,
unrestrained methyl groups. Met-248ICL3, located within ICL3
(Fig. 1A), showed strong signal intensity most likely due to the
mobility of this loop and exposure to the bulk solvent. Met-
1454.44 is at the C-terminal intracellular end of TM4, predicted
to be exposed on the surface of the helix (Fig. 1A) and thus also
highly mobile. Met-802.58 was not unambiguously assigned
(Fig. S3, A and F) as it either is significantly broadened and
difficult to resolve in all receptor states or may overlap with
Met-1454.44 and under some conditions with Met-2926.55 (Fig.

S3E). The remaining methionines, Met-1153.41, Met-2035.57,
and Met-2926.55, were readily assigned (Fig. S3, B, C, E, G, H,
and J) and exhibited resolved chemical shifts for the 13C�H3 that
were sensitive to the bound ligand (Fig. 2, B–D).

Figure 2. 1H-13C SOFAST-HMQC spectra of �1A-AR-A4. A, overlay of 2D
1H-13C SOFAST-HMQC spectra for ([13C�H3]Met-) �1A-AR-A4 collected in the
apo state (red) and bound to prazosin (black, inverse agonist), WB-4101
(orange, inverse agonist), phentolamine (purple, inverse agonist), silodosin
(blue, neutral antagonist), oxymetazoline (cyan, partial agonist), and adrena-
line (green, full agonist). B, close-up of the Met-2926.55 resonance. C, close-up
of the Met-2035.57 resonance. D, close-up of the Met-1153.41 resonance. Spec-
tra were acquired on �50 �M �1A-AR-A4 dissolved in 0.02– 0.1% DDM micelle,
pH 7.5, and 25 °C.
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Based on homology models, Met-2926.55 projects into the
orthosteric ligand-binding pocket (Fig. 1A) and mutational
studies support a role for this residue in ligand binding (36).
Thus, the 13C�H3 chemical shifts of Met-2926.55 likely reflect a
direct interaction with chemical groups of each ligand. Inter-
estingly, the resonance intensities of Met-2926.55 increased in
the presence of antagonists and inverse agonists relative to the
apo state (Fig. 2B), indicating that binding of these ligands
reduces conformational dynamics in the orthosteric binding
site. Met-1153.41 and Met-2035.57 are distant from the or-
thosteric site, but both the chemical shifts and line widths of
their 13C�H3 groups were sensitive to ligand binding (Fig. 2, C
and D), likely reflecting receptor conformational changes in the
transmission switch and G protein-binding site, respectively
(Fig. 1, C and D). The 1H chemical shift of the methyl of Met-
2035.57 was shifted upfield from typical small-peptide positions
(2.1 ppm) to 1.58 ppm in agreement with our models, which
predict ring-current induced effects from Tyr-1253.51 of the
DRY motif (Fig. S4). Met-2035.57 therefore serves as a probe of
conformational change within this region. Indeed, the reso-
nances of the 13C�H3 of Met-2035.57 exhibited a significant lin-
ear chemical shift change depending on which ligand was
bound, demonstrating that allosteric coupling between the
ligand-binding site and the G protein-binding site is retained in
the inactive �1A-AR-A4 in solution. Such a linear chemical shift
change is also expected for ligands modulating the receptor
state via conformational selection. We postulate that the Met-
2035.57 signal reflects the average, equilibrium signal, between
inactive and active states undergoing fast exchange. Inverse
agonists preferentially bound to inactive states, shifting the
Met-2035.57 equilibrium to an upfield position (inactive state)
compared with the apo state receptor, which can sample active-
like states to a certain degree.

We were interested to see if an opposite trend could be
observed for receptor agonists, which we hypothesized would
shift the position of the Met-2035.57 resonance downfield. For
�1A-AR-A4, however, the binding of the full agonist adrenaline
to �1A-AR-A4 resulted in complete line broadening of the Met-
1153.41 and Met-2035.57 resonances despite the promotion of a
distinct chemical shift for Met2926.55 in the binding site. Bind-
ing of the partial agonist oxymetazoline resulted in substantial
broadening of Met-2035.57 and Met-2926.55, but not Met-
1153.41. The loss of these chemical shifts upon agonist binding
was likely due to the significantly weaker agonist affinities at
�1A-AR-A4 compared with unmutated, WT �1A-AR, as a result
of the F312L-stabilizing mutation (32). Thus, NMR experi-
ments were repeated on �1A-AR-A4 (L312F), for which agonist
affinities were largely restored to that of WT �1A-AR (Fig. S5
and Table S1) (32).

Agonist-induced chemical shifts of Met-1153.41 and
Met-2035.57 resonances

Despite the reduced thermostability of �1A-AR-A4 (L312F)
(32), we were able to [13C�H3]methionine label and record
1H-13C SOFAST-HMQC spectra for this receptor in the apo
state and bound to adrenaline (full agonist), phenylephrine (full
agonist), A-61603 (full agonist), and oxymetazoline (partial
agonist) in addition to the inverse agonists and neutral antago-

nists tested on �1A-AR-A4 (Fig. 3A). Overall, the 1H-13C
SOFAST-HMQC spectra of the apo, antagonist, and inverse
agonist-bound states of �1A-AR-A4 (L312F) were similar
to those of �1A-AR-A4. Again, single resonances for the
[13C�H3]methionine groups of �1A-AR-A4 (L312F) were
observed for all ligands. The chemical shifts of Met-2926.55

induced by each ligand in �1A-AR-A4 (L312F) were slightly
different to those of �1A-AR-A4, most likely due to orthosteric
binding site changes after the L312F reversion. Inverse agonist
binding increased the intensity of the Met-2926.55 resonance in
�1A-AR-A4 (L312F), as was seen with �1A-AR-A4; whereas the
neutral antagonist silodosin significantly decreased the peak
intensity and the partial agonist oxymetazoline and full agonist
A-61603 highly broadened the resonance of Met-2926.55 in
�1A-AR-A4 (L312F) (Fig. S6).

The recovered agonist affinity for �1A-AR-A4 (L312F)
allowed the measurement of 1H-13C SOFAST-HMQC spectra
where we were confident of full receptor-agonist saturation.
Binding of the full agonist adrenaline to �1A-AR-A4 (L312F)
produced a similar Met-2926.55 chemical shift to that seen with
�1A-AR-A4 (Fig. 3A), and also weak peaks were now observed
for Met-1153.41 and Met-2035.57 (Fig. 3, B and C), which were
completely broadened in adrenaline-bound �1A-AR-A4. Im-
portantly, the binding of all agonists, adrenaline, phenyleph-
rine, and A-61603 to �1A-AR-A4 (L312F) induced distinct
chemical shift and line broadening changes to Met-1153.41 and
Met-2035.57 compared with neutral antagonists and inverse
agonists (Fig. 3, B and C). The agonist-induced Met-1153.41

resonances cluster together as potentially indicative of an active
transmission switch conformation (Fig. 3B). Binding of the par-
tial agonist oxymetazoline induced a chemical shift of Met-
1153.41 falling between the inverse agonist and full agonist clus-
ters, consistent with partial agonists promoting a weaker shift
in the inactive-active transmission switch state equilibrium.
The linear change in the Met-2035.57 chemical shift position
upon inverse agonist binding seen with �1A-AR-A4 was re-
tained in �1A-AR-A4 (L312F), but as hypothesized, agonist
binding promoted opposite, downfield resonance shifts in the
13C dimension along the same vector (Fig. 3C). This change in
[13C�H3]methionine chemical shift in the 13C dimension
reflects a change in the �3 dihedral angle. The 13C chemical
shift dependence of this angle is about 19 ppm for trans and 16
ppm for �gauche (37). For the apo and antagonist states the
chemical shift of 18.25 to 18.5 ppm suggests a trend toward
trans, whereas in the full-inverse agonist state the resonance
shifts up-field to 17.7 ppm, indicative of an averaging between
gauche and trans. Consistent with our homology models (Fig.
S4) for full agonist a further downfield shift between 19 and
19.25 ppm infers an increase in the trans conformer. Interest-
ingly, the partial agonist oxymetazoline induced a small upfield
13C� shift of Met-2035.57, similar to the inverse agonist phentol-
amine. The fact that full agonists induced Met-2035.57 chemical
shifts to move in the opposite direction to inverse agonists sug-
gests an equilibrium shift away from inactive to active confor-
mational states of the DRY motif. Furthermore, the resonance
intensities of both Met-1153.41 and Met-2035.57 in �1A-AR-A4
(L312F), relative to the ligand-insensitive Met-1454.44 reso-
nance, were weakened upon agonist binding compared with the
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intensity increases seen with antagonists and inverse agonists
(Fig. 3D). The intensities of Met-1153.41 and Met-2035.57 upon
binding of the partial agonist oxymetazoline fell between the
antagonist- and agonist-induced intensities. The behavior of
the 13C�H3 of Met-1153.41 and Met-2035.57 is consistent with
the current concept that agonists increase conformational het-
erogeneity in GPCRs, where agonists increase microsecond
timescale transitions to active receptor states, to increase the
probability of engaging and activating effector proteins (5, 8, 10,
14, 15, 23).

Chemical shift changes of Met-2035.57 correlate with ligand
efficacy

In mammalian cells, �1A-AR exhibits basal activity in the
absence of bound ligands (38). Such basal activity is unaffected
by the binding of neutral antagonists but is reduced by the bind-
ing of inverse agonists to the receptor. In the case of �1A-AR, by
probing the ability of various antagonists to reduce the signal-
ing of a constitutively active receptor mutant, the rank order of
inverse agonist efficacies has been found to be: prazosin
(strongest); WB-4101, phentolamine (weakest), and silodosin
being a neutral antagonist (38). To understand how the NMR
signals of Met-2035.57 in �1A-AR-A4 (L312F) relate to receptor
conformational equilibria, the changes to the chemical shifts
for the 13C�H3 of Met-2035.57 were plotted against the previ-
ously published relative efficacy values for the inverse agonists,
revealing a strong linear correlation (R2 � 0.99, Fig. 4A). To test
if this correlation is retained when probing inverse agonism at
the WT �1A-AR, we determined the relative inverse agonist
efficacies of these ligands using a NanoBiT split luciferase assay
(39). In this assay the 18-kDa Large BiT (LgBiT) fragment was
fused to the N terminus of G�q and the 1.3-kDa Small BiT
(SmBiT) was fused to the N terminus of G�2. When co-ex-
pressed with G�1, the formation of a G�q(LgBiT)-G�1-
G�2(SmBiT) heterotrimer results in bright luminescence.
GPCR-induced stimulation of this G protein complex causes
dissociation of the heterotrimer and thus reduction in lumines-
cence output, whereas inhibition of basal GPCR activation
would be predicted to increase luminescence output. COS-7
African green monkey kidney cells stably expressing WT
�1A-AR were transfected with G�q(LgBiT), G�1, and
G�2(SmBiT) encoding expression plasmids, incubated with
luminescence substrate, and then treated with various �1A-AR
ligands, while monitoring cellular luminescence. A-61603
induced �1A-AR activation led to heterotrimer dissociation of
the G�q(LgBiT)-G�1-G�2(SmBiT) complex and thus a reduc-
tion in luminescence output (Fig. 4B). Inverse agonists on the
other hand reduced basal activation of �1A-AR, maintaining the
G�q(LgBiT)-G�1-G�2(SmBiT) complex leading to increased
luminescence output from the cells (Fig. 4B). The specificity of
these responses was probed by conducting the same experi-
ments on COS-7 cells not expressing �1A-AR (Fig. S7, A–C).
The observed changes in luminescence after �1-AR ligand
treatments were specific to �1A-AR expressing cells except for
WB-4101, which induced a short (5 min) increase in lumines-
cence in the control cells (Fig. S7A). To exclude this nonspecific
effect the net luminescence change for each sample group was
calculated as the area under the luminescence curves between

Figure 3. Ligand efficacy-dependent chemical shifts of Met-1153.41

and Met-2035.57 resonances. A, overlay of 2D 1H-13C SOFAST-HMQC
spectra for ([13C�H3]Met-) �1A-AR-A4 (L312F) in the apo state (red) and
bound to ligands: prazosin (black, inverse agonist), WB-4101 (orange,
inverse agonist), phentolamine (purple, inverse agonist), silodosin (blue,
neutral antagonist), oxymetazoline (cyan, partial agonist), phenylephrine
(magenta, full agonist), A-61603 (maroon, full agonist), and adrenaline
(green, full agonist). B, close-up of the Met-1153.41 resonance in �1A-AR-A4
(L312F). C, close-up of the Met-2035.57 resonance in �1A-AR-A4 (L312F).
The spectra for adrenaline, A-61603, and phenylephrine are plotted at a
level 1.8-times lower than the main figure. D, normalized peak intensities
of Met-1153.41 and Met-2035.57 of �1A-AR-A4 (L312F) show differences
between agonists, antagonists, and partial agonists. Ligands are colored
as listed above. Spectra were acquired on �50 �M �1A-AR-A4 (L312F) dis-
solved in 0.02– 0.1% DDM micelle, pH 7.5, and 25 °C.
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5 and 10 min after ligand addition. A strong linear correlation
was found between the chemical shift changes for the 13C�H3 of
Met-2035.57 in �1A-AR-A4 (L312F) and the net luminescence
increase generated by each inverse agonist over the 5-min
period in the WT �1A-AR-expressing cells (R2 � 0.72, Fig. 4C).
Importantly, the Met-2035.57 chemical shift positions of �1A-
AR-A4 (L312F) did not correlate with the affinity of these
antagonists for �1A-AR (Fig. 4D), demonstrating that the differ-
ences in chemical shift were not due to varying receptor occu-
pancy. Furthermore, no correlation was seen between the
[13C�H3]Met-2035.57 chemical shift changes of �1A-AR-A4
(L312F) and the net luminescence changes in COS-7 cells not
expressing WT �1A-AR (Fig. S7B). Critically, the correlation
between chemical shift changes of [13C�H3]Met-2035.57 in �1A-

AR-A4 (L312F) and WT �1A-AR–specific luminescence
increases in the NanoBiT assay remained when the analysis
window was extended to include the full 10 min after ligand
addition (Fig. S7D).

Improving signaling competency in �1A-AR-A4

When expressed in COS-7 cells, �1A-AR-A4 is incapable of
stimulating cellular increases in inositol phosphate 1 (IP1) in
response to adrenaline binding, or activation of a cAMP
response element (CRE) reporter gene after treatment with
another �1-AR agonist, phenylephrine (32). To ensure biologi-
cal relevance of our NMR studies we thus sought �1A-AR-A4
back-mutants that were able to stimulate canonical signaling
pathways in mammalian cells upon agonist treatment. Seven
thermostabilizing mutations within the TMD of �1A-AR-A4
were back-mutated (Y67N, M80L, A127G, F151W, K322N,
L327P, and Y329S) as single changes or in combinations, and
screened for phenylephrine- and oxymetazoline-induced sig-
naling with an IP1 assay in transfected COS-7 cells (Fig. S8A).
Although the back-mutant, �1A-AR-A4 (Y67N, M80L, K322N,
L327P, and Y329S) was able to facilitate significant oxymetazo-
line-induced cellular accumulation of IP1 compared with �1A-
AR-A4 and WT �1A-AR (Fig. S8A) it expressed poorly in bac-
teria. The back-mutant �1A-AR-A4 (Y67N, K322N), termed
�1A-AR-A4 –active, however, was able to stimulate IP1 accu-
mulation in response to both phenylephrine and oxymetazoline
treatment (Fig. S8A) and it expressed well in bacteria. Impor-
tantly, �1A-AR-A4 contains the N322K-stabilizing mutation in
the NPXXY switch(25), which is hypothesized to form a stabi-
lizing salt bridge with Asp-722.50 to lock the NPXXY switch in
an inactive and stable state. We thus expected that reversion of
this mutation (K322N) would restore the function of the
NPXXY switch and the signaling activity of �1A-AR-A4. Inter-
estingly, the Y67N mutation was required on top of K322N to
restore signaling activity in �1A-AR-A4 –active. Asn-672.45 is
distant from the NPXXY switch and its importance is not clear.

Using an intracellular calcium mobilization assay, �1A-AR-
A4 –active was able to be activated by the full agonists adrena-
line and A-61603, as well as the partial agonists oxymetazoline
and PF-3774076 (Fig. S8, B–E). The affinity of QAPB for �1A-
AR-A4 –active was retained upon purification of the receptor
in DDM (Fig. S9A). Competition binding assays revealed, how-
ever, that the affinities of agonists for �1A-AR-A4 –active (Fig.
S9B and Table S1) were weaker than WT �1A-AR due to the
F312L stabilizing mutation, but stronger than at �1A-AR-A4
(32). When purified in DDM �1A-AR-A4 –active was signifi-
cantly less stable than �1A-AR-A4 (Fig. S9C) and thus back-
mutation of F312L to recover agonist potency was not pursued
as it was deemed unlikely that the resultant receptor would be
stable enough for NMR experiments.

�1A-AR-A4 –active was labeled with [13C�H3]methionine
and 2D 1H-13C SOFAST-HMQC spectra were acquired as
above (Fig. 5, A and D). Overall the ligand-perturbed chemical
shifts of the [13C�H3]methionine resonances in �1A-AR-A4 –
active were similar to those in �1A-AR-A4 and �1A-AR-A4
(L312F), except for several key differences with the Met-1153.41

and Met-2035.57 resonances. We acquired spectra of four inde-
pendent preparations of apo �1A-AR-A4 –active (four biologi-

Figure 4. Correlation between the chemical shift positions of the 13C�H3
in Met-2035.57 and inverse agonists efficacy. A, linear regression analysis of
the average chemical shift differences (��) for the 13C�H3 of Met-2035.57 in
�1A-AR-A4 (L312F) when bound to prazosin (black circles), WB-4101 (orange
circles), and phentolamine (purple circles) compared with silodosin (blue cir-
cles) and the published efficacy of each ligand in reducing the signaling of a
constitutively active mutant of �1A-AR (38). Published data were extracted
using WebPlotDigitizer (RRID: SCR_013996). Testing the resultant equation
against the null hypothesis of a slope of zero resulted in a p value of �0.0001.
B, NanoBit G protein activity assay demonstrating inverse agonism of prazo-
sin, WB-4101, phentolamine, and silodosin at WT �1A-AR– expressing COS-7
cells. Each of these inverse agonist experiments were repeated in three inde-
pendent biological replicate experiments, with the mean � S.E. of the result-
ant luminescence plotted for each time point. To demonstrate the response
from an agonist, A-61603 treatment was performed in two independent bio-
logical replicate experiments. Each biological replicate comprised three tech-
nical replicates measured in parallel. The gray shaded region indicates where
the area under each biological replicate curve was calculated for C. C, linear
regression analysis of the average chemical shift differences (��) for the
13C�H3 of Met-2035.57 in �1A-AR-A4 (L312F) and the increase in luminescence
seen in the NanoBit assay for each inverse agonist and neutral antagonist.
Ligands are colored as listed above and the p value testing against a slope of
0 was 0.011. D, linear regression analysis of the average chemical shift differ-
ences (��) for the 13C�H3 of Met-2035.57 in �1A-AR-A4 (L312F) and the affinities
of each inverse agonist and neutral antagonist. Ligands are colored as listed
above and the p value testing against a slope of 0 was 0.89. In A, C, and D, ��
is plotted for two independent titrations of prazosin and silodosin, and single
experiments for WB-4101 and phentolamine. Average chemical shift differ-
ences (��) were normalized using the equation �� � [(��1H)2 � (��13C/
3.5)2]0.5 and error was calculated by the formula �[��1H � R1H � ��13C �
R13C/(3.5)2]�/��, where R1H and R13C are the digital resolutions in ppm in the
1H and 13C dimensions, respectively (5).
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cal replicates) and found that in the absence of bound ligand the
data were not easily reproduced (Fig. S10A). The well-resolved
Met-2035.57 varied between an intense peak, two peaks of sim-
ilar intensity, or a peak of weak intensity. Met-1153.41 persisted
as a split peak, although the two components varied in intensity.
Importantly, in the presence of the most potent inverse agonist,
prazosin, the resonances of Met-1153.41 and Met-2035.57 were
single peaks, and regardless of sample preparation, exhibited
the same chemical shifts. The [13C�H3]Met-1153.41 resonance,
as perturbed by prazosin, aligned approximately with the
upfield component of the resonance for apo �1A-AR-A4 –active
(Fig. S10B). In contrast, upon titration with the neutral antag-
onist, silodosin, the peaks of Met-1153.41 also collapsed to a
single resonance with identical chemical shifts, but now aligned
best with the downfield component of apo �1A-AR-A4 –active
(Fig. S10B). For the two partial inverse agonists, WB-4101 and
phentolamine, the 13C�H3 resonance of Met-1153.41 was a sin-
gle resonance, positioned midway between the “prazosin”
(upfield) and “silodosin” (downfield) peaks (Fig. 5E). These
trends for ligand efficacy were present in �1A-AR-A4 and �1A-
AR-A4 (L312F), but were not as distinct as now observed for
�1A-AR-A4 –active, and notably the apo states for �1A-AR-A4

and �1A-AR-A4 (L312F) did not show two discrete peaks for
Met-1153.41. Such apo state sample-to-sample heterogeneity
may suggest the presence of misfolded contaminants, but upon
the addition of prazosin or silodosin each of these samples gave
identical spectra (Fig. S10A), supporting the binding compe-
tency of the �1A-AR-A4 –active samples. The diversity of apo
state spectra likely reflects diversity of conformational states of
similar free energy. The addition of agonist again resulted in a
single resonance for [13C�H3]Met-1153.41 that shifts upfield in
1H and downfield in 13C (Fig. 5E). The trend in shifts of these
resonances, however, suggests they follow in a linear manner
evolving from the downfield (basal) signal of the apo state and
reflects the selection of the active-like state.

A major difference between the spectra of �1A-AR-A4 and
�1A-AR-A4 –active, however, was significantly increased line
broadening of the Met-2035.57 signal of �1A-AR-A4 –active in
the apo state (Fig. S10A) and when bound to antagonists (Fig.
5B). This broadening suggests that the DRY motif near the G
protein-binding site of �1A-AR-A4 –active is more dynamic
compared with �1A-AR-A4, consistent with a receptor that
more readily transitions between inactive and active-receptor
states. Importantly, similar to �1A-AR-A4 and �1A-AR-A4

Figure 5. 1H-13C SOFAST-HMQC spectra of �1A-AR-A4 –active. A, Overlay of 2D 1H-13C SOFAST-HMQC spectra of ([13C�H3]Met-) �1A-AR-A4 –active bound to
prazosin (black, inverse agonist), WB-4101 (orange, inverse agonist), phentolamine (purple, inverse agonist), and silodosin (blue, neutral antagonist). B, close-up
of the Met-2035.57 resonance. C, linear regression analysis of the average chemical shift differences (��) for the 13C�H3 of Met-2035.57 in �1A-AR-A4 –active when
bound to prazosin (black circles), WB-4101 (orange circles), and phentolamine (purple circles) compared with silodosin (blue circles) and the increase in lumines-
cence seen in the NanoBit assay with �1A-AR-A4 –active expressing COS-7 cells treated with the same antagonist (from Fig. S11A). Testing the resultant
equation against the null hypothesis of a slope of zero resulted in a p value of 0.0041. D, overlay of 2D 1H-13C SOFAST-HMQC spectra of ([13C�H3]Met-)
�1A-AR-A4 –active bound to prazosin (black, inverse agonist), silodosin (blue, neutral antagonist), oxymetazoline (cyan, partial agonist), PF-3774076 (magenta,
partial agonist), A-61603 (maroon, full agonist), and adrenaline (green, full agonist). E, close-up of the Met-1153.41 resonance. F, linear regression analysis of the
average chemical shift differences (��) for the 13C�H3 of Met-1153.41 in �1A-AR-A4 –active when bound to oxymetazoline (cyan circles), PF-3774076 (pink circles),
A-61603 (dark red circles), adrenaline (green circles), and silodosin (blue circles) and the efficacy of each agonist in triggering Ca2� mobilization in �1A-AR-A4 –
active expressing COS-7 cells (from Fig. S8, B–E). Testing the resultant equation against the null hypothesis of a slope of zero resulted in a p value of 0.0154. C
and F, �� are plotted for two independent titrations of prazosin, silodosin, and oxymetazoline, and single experiments for other ligands. In A, B, D, and E, spectra
were acquired on �50 �M �1A-AR-A4 –active dissolved in 0.02– 0.1% DDM micelle, pH 7.5, and 25 °C. Average chemical shift differences (��) were normalized
using the equation �� � [(��1H)2 � (��13C/3.5)2]0.5 and errors were calculated by the formula �[��1H � R1H � ��13C � R13C/(3.5)2]�/��, where R1H and R13C are
the digital resolutions in ppm in the 1H and 13C dimensions respectively (5).
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(L312F) variants, the 13C�H3 of Met-2035.57 shows an efficacy-
dependent linear 13C�H3 chemical shift change in the presence
of inverse agonist and neutral antagonist, trending to an upfield
13C position (�3 of �gauche) for the more potent inverse ago-
nist (Fig. 5, A and B). Unexpectedly, the addition of silodosin
(neutral antagonist) resulted in a significant 13C downfield shift
to near 19.5 ppm consistent with a trans �3 angle for Met-
2035.57. Furthermore, similar to �1A-AR-A4, the Met-2035.57

13C�H3 resonance of �1A-AR-A4 –active was near completely
broadened in the presence of agonists.

NanoBiT G protein activity assays were performed on COS-7
cells expressing �1A-AR-A4 –active to determine relative in-
verse agonist efficacies. The inverse agonists reduced basal Gq
activity in �1A-AR-A4 –active in a similar way as WT �1A-AR
expressing cells (Fig. 4A and Fig. S11A). The net luminescence
change induced by each inverse agonist at �1A-AR-A4 –active
expressing cells correlated well, in a linear fashion, with the
13C�H3 chemical shift changes of Met-2035.57 that each ligand
induced at purified �1A-AR-A4 –active, when analyzed over
two separate time periods (Fig. 5C and Fig. S11B). In-
terestingly, the agonist-induced chemical shift changes of
[13C�H3]Met-1153.41 showed a linear correlation with the effi-
cacy of each agonist in Ca2� mobilization assays on �1A-AR-
A4 –active expressing COS-7 cells (Fig. 5F) although the partial
agonist PF-3774076 was a notable outlier. Overall, these cell-
based assays with the ligand efficacy-correlated chemical shift
changes of Met-1153.41 and Met-2035.57 clearly demonstrate
that a conformational selection mechanism underlies receptor
function in cells.

Discussion

Recent spectroscopic studies have demonstrated that differ-
ent classes of GPCR ligands distinctly alter the population of
receptor states within the GPCR conformational equilibrium
(23). GPCR conformational changes are driven by defined
structural changes in the microswitches (24 –26, 28) (Fig. 1)
and, thus, how particular ligands affect the GPCR microswitch
states likely underlies their pharmacological output as inverse,
partial, full, or biased agonists. Observing these effects, how-
ever, remains challenging. �1A-AR was one of the first GPCRs
to be cloned and pharmacologically characterized (40) and is
clinically targeted with agonists as nasal decongestants and
antagonists for hypertension and BPH. Despite the importance
of this receptor there are currently no three-dimensional struc-
tures of �1A-AR, reflecting the inherent instability of this pro-
tein. Here, we demonstrate that prototypical ligands modulate
the conformational equilibrium, as measured at the micro-
switches, of �1A-AR in defined and predictable ways by
[13C�H3]methionine labeling �1A-AR variants and monitoring
the 1H and 13C chemical shifts of these methyl resonances in the
presence of ligands of different efficacy.

It is well-accepted that the NMR signals of methionine
methyl groups are sensitive to the local environment and the
conformation of the methionine side chain (5, 8). Many of the
conclusions made in this study rely on Met-1153.41, a probe for
the conformation of the transmission switch, and Met-2035.57

as a probe of the DRY motif that signifies intracellular TMD
rearrangements for G-protein binding. In our model of �1A-

AR, Met-2035.57 sits over Tyr-1253.51 of the DRY motif but is
distant from Arg-1243.50, which is expected to undergo signifi-
cant rotameric changes within this motif (2) (Fig. 1D). Met-
1153.41 is sequential to the Ile-1143.40 in TM3 but it points away
and is distant to the transmission switch residue Phe-2816.44

located on TM6, which is expected to undergo significant rota-
meric changes (Fig. 1C). Although, in the thermostabilized
inactive �1A-AR-A4 mutant the residues of the transmission
switch and DRY motif are retained, the asparagine of a third
microswitch, the NPXXY motif, is mutated to lysine, which
likely forms a salt bridge with Asp-722.50 to lock this switch in
an inactive state. The transmission switch and NPXXY motif
are proximal to each other and therefore Met-1153.41, whereas
distant to NPXXY, is likely to be sensitive to conformational
changes involving both switches. In the reported active-state
GPCR structures, three conserved residues (Arg3.50 of the DRY
motif, Tyr7.53 of the NPXXY motif, and Tyr5.58) adopt near
identical positions and connect these microswitches through
water-mediated hydrogen bonds (1, 2). Furthermore, in our
model of active �1A-AR, which is based on structures of �2-AR,
Arg-1243.50 of the DRY motif is in contact with Tyr-3267.53 of
the NPXXY motif (Fig. 1D).

In our NMR experiments for all ligands the 13C�H3 group of
both Met-1153.41 and Met-2035.57 show significant directional
chemical shift and line width changes that are correlated with
ligand efficacy, not affinity. As a distinct peak is observed for the
addition of each ligand the chemical shift likely reflects an aver-
age population exchanging on a fast to intermediate timescale.
The chemical shift differences, however, reflect a shift in the
equilibrium, and specifically for the 13C�H3 of Met-2035.57,
from a �3 of a gauche-trans average (inverse agonist) toward a
trans (agonist) average (Fig. 6A). An NMR study using 15N-
labeled, thermostabilized �1-AR observed substantial ligand
efficacy-correlated backbone chemical shift changes for Val-
2265.57, which is in the same position as Met-2035.57 in �1A-AR
(13). The authors speculated that these changes were caused by
TM5 bending toward the active receptor state (13), an idea that
may also apply to �1A-AR and other GPCRs. Here, the linear
chemical shift changes of Met-2035.57, and to a lesser degree
Met-1153.41, in response to ligands of different efficacy is strong
evidence that agonists activate �1A-AR via a conformational
selection mechanism. The line broadening of Met-1153.41 and
Met-2035.57 upon agonist binding supports an efficacy-driven
shift in dynamics, and thereby the equilibrium of conforma-
tional states, communicated allosterically by the microswitches
and sensed by these methionine residues (Fig. 6).

For our signaling incompetent receptors, �1A-AR-A4 and
�1A-AR-A4 (L312F), the NPXXY microswitch has been
mutated (N322K) in a way that would bias the NPXXY switch
toward inactive states (Lys-322–Asp-72 salt bridge). A conse-
quence of this mutation is that for �1A-AR-A4 (L312F) the DRY
motif probe, Met-2035.57, gives relatively intense chemical
shifts in the apo and antagonist-bound states (conformational
equilibrium biased toward inactive states) (Fig. 6B). On resto-
ration of the NPXXY microswitch in �1A-AR-A4 –active, how-
ever, the Met-2035.57 chemical shifts broaden and shift toward
the agonist-bound position (as defined for �1A-AR-A4
(L312F)), even with neutral antagonist bound. Therefore,
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restoring the NPXXY microswitch enables the DRY motif of
�1A-AR-A4 –active to more readily sample active-like states.
The full trans (19.5 ppm in 13C) populated by silodosin indi-
cates that we may observe the full-active state, although previ-
ous studies showed that the full-active state is only populated in
the presence of both agonist and nanobody (8, 10, 14, 19, 22).
Our two methionine probes, Met-1153.41 and Met-2035.57

retain similar ligand-induced behavior in �1A-AR-A4 –active
compared with �1A-AR-A4 and �1A-AR-A4 (L312F), where the
latter are both essentially inactive. The chemical shift and line-
broadening trends of Met-1153.41 and Met-2035.57 suggest that
the transmission switch and DRY motif, in the presence of an
inactive NPXXY motif, can independently adopt conforma-
tions representative of active and inactive states. To fully adopt
the conformational signatures of an active receptor, a func-
tional NPXXY motif is required (in �1A-AR-A4 –active) thus
increasing the dynamics of the transmission switch and DRY
motif, suggesting that the interdependence of the three micro-
switches is a consequence of their dynamic nature, and that this
is required for full receptor function.

Although the striking linear chemical shift dependence for
the 13C�H3 of Met-2035.57 on ligand efficacy is consistent with a
smooth change in equilibria from inactive to active, linear
trends for 13C�H3 of Met-1153.41 were less clear. In the inactive
variants �1A-AR-A4 and �1A-AR-A4 (L312F) the resonance for
apo, inverse agonist, and neutral antagonist shows little varia-
tion, but clear chemical shift changes and broadening are
observed for agonists. The most distinct changes for the 13C�H3
of Met-1153.41 were for �1A-AR-A4 –active, where in the apo
state two peaks were consistently observed, suggesting slow
exchange (	 millisecond) between two distinct states, to which
we attribute to restoring the NPXXY microswitch. On the basis

of chemical shift, we propose that the upfield peak of apo �1A-
AR-A4 –active represents fully inactive receptor (state A in Fig.
6), expected for full inverse agonists, and the downfield peak
with a basal state receptor that is stabilized by the neutral antag-
onist (state B in Fig. 6). This downfield “basal” peak shows
approximate linear efficacy-dependent chemical shift changes
with agonist titrations. Therefore, the 13C�H3 of Met-1153.41

reflects three states, inactive (inverse agonist), an intermediate
(basal), and active states (state(s) C in Fig. 6), where the latter
progressively shift from partial to full agonist states. Interest-
ingly, in a [13C�H3]methionine-labeled study on the M2R, Met-
1123.41, which is equivalent to Met-1153.41 in �1A-AR, did not
display efficacy-dependent chemical shift changes. In the pres-
ence of ligands, however, M2R Met-1123.41 was resolved as two
separate resonances, consistent with a slow exchanging micro-
switch (22) and may highlight some differences between how
different rhodopsin family GPCRs function.

In this NMR study, by starting with a signaling incompetent
variant of �1A-AR and subsequently restoring signaling activity
through back-mutations, we were able to study the functional
dynamics of the key GPCR microswitches and how different
ligands modulate this. Our NMR data for the transmission
and DRY microswitches revealed ligand efficacy-dependent
changes to the microswitch conformational equilibria, sup-
porting a conformational selection mechanism for �1A-AR
modulation. This and the agonist-driven line broadening for
both microswitches suggest similar mechanistic actions on the
different microswitches, supporting ligand-driven allosteric
communication between the microswitches. MD simulations
(41) of �2-AR suggest that these microswitches behaved inde-
pendently of each other, with only loose allosteric coupling.
Although this may be true over the relatively short timescales of

Figure 6. How ligands modulate the conformational landscape of the �1A-AR microswitches. A, cartoon representations of �1A-AR in the inverse agonist-
bound, apo, and agonist-bound states. The three probe methionines, Met-2926.55 (binding site), Met-1153.41 (transmission switch), and Met-2035.57 (DRY
microswitch) are highlighted with red sticks and the labeled methyl group in green. The arrows labeled �3 illustrate the ligand-induced changes to the
equilibrium between the trans (t) and gauche (g) �3 dihedral angle of Met-2035.57. Other arrows indicate how different ligands alter the conformation equilibria
of Met-2926.55, Met-1153.41, and TM6. Hypothetical free energy landscape diagrams of the three microswitches in (b) the inactive �1A-AR-A4 receptor compared
with (C) �1A-AR-A4 –active. (a) indicates the proposed inactive states, (b) represents basal states, and (c) represents active states of the microswitches.
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MD, we believe that over the course of an NMR experiment
such loose allosteric coupling culminates in significant coupled
shifts to the microswitch conformations and that this is likely
how ligands modulate GPCR signaling in cells.

Experimental procedures

�1A-AR constructs

The �1A-AR-A4 variant is a thermostabilized human �1A-
AR, containing 15 stabilizing mutations (32). Met-802.58 in the
spectra was introduced through the stabilization process in lieu
of the naturally occurring amino acid leucine. As compared
with WT, the C termini of the �1A-AR-A4 variant was modified
by truncation at Ser-351 and addition of a deca-His tag to facil-
itate purification (Fig. S1). For expression, the �1A-AR variants
sequences were subcloned into the pQE30-derived vector,
pDS15, with a maltose-binding protein and a methionine-free
monomeric ultrastable GFP (
Met-muGFP) (42) attached,
respectively, to the N and C termini of the receptor via HRV 3C
protease-cleavage sites. For the purpose of KingFisher-binding
assays, �1A-AR variants were subcloned into a similar vector,
pDS11, in which muGFP was replaced with mCherry because
the excitation and emission wavelengths of fluorescent QAPB
were overlapping with those of GFP. The final sequence of �1A-
AR-A4 after purification (with residues left from HRV 3C cleav-
age) is: GPGSVFLSGNASDSSNSIQPPAPVNISKAILLGVILG-
GIILFGVLGNILVILSVACHRHLHSVTHYYVVYLAVADLL-
LTSTVMPFSAIYEVLGYWAFGRVFCNIWAAVDVLCCTA-
SIMGLCIISIDRYIAVSYPLRYPTIVTQRRALMALLCVFALS-
LVISIGPLFGWRQPAPVDETICQINEEPGYVLFSALGSFYL-
PLAIILVMYCRVYVVAKRESRGLKSGLKTDKSDSEQVTLR-
IHRKNAPAGGSGMASAKTKTHFSVRLLKFSREKKAAKTL-
GIVVGCFVLCWLPFFLVMPIGSFFPDFKPSETVFKIVLWL-
GYLNSCIKPIIYLCYSQEFKKAFQNVLRIQCLCRKQSASH-
HHHHHHHHHGTRSLRGGLEVLFQ.

In the �1A-AR-A4 (L312F) variant one stabilizing mutation
Leu-312 was reversed to phenylalanine to improve the affinity
of ligands compared with �1A-AR-A4. �1A-AR-A4 –active
(Y67N, K322N) is a signaling competent variant in which the
two stabilizing mutations Tyr-67 and Lys-322 were reverted
to the WT asparagines. �1A-AR-A4 was used for NMR
assignment, where each methionine was substituted to
either leucine or isoleucine. All mutations were introduced
through site-directed mutagenesis using PrimeSTAR DNA
polymerase (TaKaRa).

�1A-AR expression

All �1A-AR variants were expressed in E. coli C43 (DE3) cells
(Lucigen, Middleton, WI). For [13C�H3]methionine-labeled
expressions, 5 ml of LB pre-culture containing 100 mg/liter of
ampicillin and 1% (w/v) glucose was inoculated with a single
colony of C43 cells freshly transformed with the expression
plasmid and incubated at 37 °C, 225 rpm for approximately 8 h.
2 ml of the LB day culture was centrifuged (1700 � g, 22 °C, 5
min) and the pellet was used to inoculate 100 ml of a defined
minimal medium (M1 medium) (34) as overnight pre-culture.
10 ml of the overnight pre-culture was used to inoculate 500 ml
of M1 medium in 2-liter flasks. The expression cultures were
incubated at 37 °C, 225 rpm to reach OD600 of 0.6, at which

point 50 mg/liter of [13C�H3]methionine (Cambridge Stable
Isotopes) was added along with 100 mg/liter of each lysine,
threonine, phenylalanine, and 50 mg/liter of each leucine, iso-
leucine, and valine. The flasks were transferred to 20 °C and left
shaking for 15 min prior to inducing protein expression with
250 �M isopropyl �-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside. After over-
night expression (15–18 h, 20 °C, 225 rpm), the culture was
harvested by centrifugation (2600 � g, 4 °C, 15 min). The final
pellet was snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at 
80 °C.
For unlabeled expression 5 ml of LB pre-culture was used to
inoculate 500 ml of 2YT medium containing 100 mg/liter of
ampicillin and 0.4% (w/v) glucose. At OD600 of 0.6 the culture
was chilled on ice for 2 min prior to inducing protein expression
with 250 �M isopropyl �-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside overnight
and harvesting was carried out as described above.

�1A-AR purification

The frozen cell pellet was thawed at room temperature for 30
min. A 10-ml pellet was gently resuspended in 40 ml of ice-cold
solubilization buffer (25 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 200 mM NaCl, 10%
glycerol, 1% DDM (Anatrace), 0.12% cholesterol hemisuccinate
(Anatrace), 0.6% CHAPS (Sigma), 50 mg of lysozyme, 5 mg of
DNase, one tablet of EDTA-free complete protease inhibitor
mixture (Roche Applied Science), 0.2– 0.4 mM phenylmethyl-
sulfonyl fluoride, and incubated on a turning wheel for 30 min
at 4 °C. The cell membranes were then disrupted by a sonica-
tion device (Diagenode Bioruptor Plus, high power, 10 s on/20 s
off for 30 cycles) followed by another 1-h incubation at 4 °C on
the turning wheel. The cell debris was removed by centrifuga-
tion (12,000 � g, 4 °C, 40 min) and the supernatant was filtered
using a 45-�m Durapore syringe filter (Merck Millipore). The
cleared cell lysate was incubated with 3 ml of Talon metal affin-
ity resin pre-equilibrated with 45 ml of equilibrium buffer (20
mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 300 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 0.05% DDM).
After 1.5 h incubation at 4 °C, the resin retaining the receptor
was washed three times with washing buffer 1 (20 mM HEPES,
pH 7.5, 500 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 0.05% DDM) and then the
full-length protein was eluted by 30 ml of elution buffer (20 mM

HEPES, pH 7.5, 300 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 0.05% DDM, 250
mM imidazole). The eluate was concentrated down to 0.5–1 ml
using a 100-kDa cut-off centrifugal filter device (Amicon Ultra,
Millipore). Imidazole was removed by using a PD10 desalting
column (GE Healthcare). Cleavage of fusion proteins from the
receptor was carried out overnight at 4 °C by adding 100 mM

Na2SO4, 1 mM tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine, and 300 pmol of
glutathione S-transferase-tagged HRV 3C protease (made in
house).

The cleaved mixture was incubated for 1 h with 2 ml of pre-
equilibrated Talon resin. The resin was washed using 30 ml of
washing buffer 2 (20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 300 mM NaCl, 10%
glycerol, 0.05% DDM, 30 mM imidazole) and the receptor was
eluted by 20 ml of elution buffer. The eluate was concentrated
down to 450 �l by a 30-kDa cut-off centrifugal filter device
(Amicon Ultra, Millipore) and was loaded onto a Superdex 200
10/300 increase column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated with size
exclusion chromatography buffer (50 mM sodium phosphate,
pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl, 0.02% DDM). Size exclusion chromatog-
raphy was carried out at a flow rate of 0.5 ml/min. The peak
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fractions containing receptor were pooled and concentrated
down to 100 �l using a 30-kDa cut-off centrifugal filter device
(Amicon Ultra, Millipore). The sample buffer was exchanged
twice to NMR buffer (50 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.5, 100
mM NaCl, 99.9% D2O). Yields were generally between 0.5
and 1 mg of receptor/liter of expression culture. Protein con-
centration was measured by BCA protein assay (Pierce,
ThermoFisher).

NMR spectroscopy

NMR samples were prepared to 130 �l at 40 – 60 �M receptor
in 3-mm Shigemi NMR tubes (Shigemi Inc., Allison Park, PA).
Ligands were added at saturating concentrations that were 2
mM adrenaline for �1A-AR-A4 and �1A-AR-A4 (active), 400 �M

prazosin, and 1 mM of other ligands to all mutants (Table S1).
Adrenaline was supplemented with 1 mM of the antioxidant
ascorbic acid. Samples containing low affinity agonists (phen-
ylephrine and adrenaline) were recycled via competition with
high affinity ligands, exchange was judged via the chemical shift
of the Met-2926.55 resonance. Experiments on �1A-AR-A4 and
�1A-AR-A4-L312F, apo, and all ligands were performed at least
twice on independent receptor samples (biological replicates),
except WB-4101 and phentolamine, which were acquired once.
Experiments on apo �1A-AR-A4 –active and bound to prazosin,
silodosin, and oxymetazoline were performed at least twice on
independent receptor samples, and for other ligands were per-
formed once.

All NMR spectra were collected at 25 °C on an 800-MHz
Bruker Avance II spectrometer equipped with a triple reso-
nance cryoprobe. 2D 1H-13C SOFAST-HMQC (43) spectra
were recorded by excitation with a 2.25-ms PC9 120° 1H pulse
and refocusing with a 1-ms r-SNOB shaped 180° 1H pulse. The
spectral widths were set to 12 and 25 ppm for 1H and 13C
dimensions, respectively. For the spectra recorded for �1A-
AR-A4 variant (Fig. 2 and Fig. S3), 1024 � 128 complex points
were recorded with a 25% Poisson-gap sampling schedule and
2048 scans; an acquisition time of 8.5 h. For the other spectra,
1024 � 200 complex points were recorded with either traditional
or 60% Poisson-gap sampling schedule and 368 scans resulting in
acquisition times of 10 and 6 h, respectively. Spectra were recon-
structed with compressed sensing using qMDD and processed
using NMRpipe (44) where data were multiplied by cosine bell
functions and zero-filled once in each dimension. Spectra were
analyzed in NMRFAM-Sparky (45) (Goddard, T. D. and Kneller,
D. G., University of California, San Francisco).

The average chemical shift differences, ��, were normalized
using the equation �� � [(��1H)2 � (��13C/3.5)2]0.5. The error
values were calculated by the formula �[��1H � R1H � ��13C �
R13C/(3.5)2]�/��, where R1H and R13C are the digital resolutions
in ppm in the 1H and 13C dimensions, respectively (5).

Saturation and competition-binding assays

1 nmol of purified full-length �1A-AR variant (mCherry
attached) was resuspended in 10 ml of assay buffer (20 mM

HEPES, pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl, 0.02% DDM) and immobilized
onto 200 �l of Dynabeads (Streptavidin T1) for 30 min at 4 °C.
100 �l of the suspension-containing beads with immobilized
receptor were aliquoted to a 96-Deep Well plate from which the

beads were transferred to another 96-Deep Well plate contain-
ing 100 �l of ligand solution using a KingFisher Flex magnetic
particle processor. For saturation binding, immobilized recep-
tors in each well were incubated with 100 �l of assay buffer
containing increased concentrations (0, 3.125, 6.25, 12.5, 25, 50,
100, and 200 nM) of QAPB (quinazoline piperazine BODIPY)
for 2 h at 22 °C. Nonspecific binding was determined by repeat-
ing the experiment in the presence of 10 �M prazosin. For com-
petition binding, immobilized receptors were incubated with
100 �l of assay buffer containing 10 nM QAPB with the addition
of ligands at various concentrations, as shown in supporting
Figs. S5 and S8, for 2 h at 22 °C. Immobilized receptors were
subsequently washed with 200 �l of assay buffer and resus-
pended in 100 �l of assay buffer. 90 �l of the final beads solution
was transferred to a 96-well Greiner Bio-One nonbinding black
plate. Fluorescence of bound QAPB was measured using a
POLARstar OMEGA plate reader (BMG Labtech, Ortenburg,
Germany) and normalized to mCherry fluorescence, which was
detected simultaneously. Data represent the mean � S.D. of
three independent biological replicate experiments each per-
formed in duplicate technical measurements. To compare
ligand-binding affinities at �1A-AR-A4 (L312F) and �1A-AR-
A4 –active of �1A-AR-A4, raw data from our previously pub-
lished paper (32), were reanalyzed and presented in Table S1.

Thermostability assay

1 nM purified full-length �1A-AR-A4 or �1A-AR-A4 –active
(mCherry attached) was prepared in base buffer (20 mM

HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1% DDM). To measure thermostability
of receptors in the apo state, 100 �l of receptor solution was
aliquoted into 24 wells of a 96-well PCR plate. 10 of the 12
duplicates were heated in gradient temperatures for 30 min and
the two remaining duplicates were left at 4 °C for normaliza-
tion. After thermo-treatment, the receptors were transferred to
a KingFisher 96-Deep Well plate containing 2 �l of paramag-
netic Dynabeads per well (streptavidin T1, ThermoFisher Sci-
entific). The following few steps were automatically performed
by using a KingFisher 96 magnetic particle processor. The
receptor was first incubated with magnetic beads for 30 min
at 4 °C. Then, magnetic beads were transferred to another
96-Deep Well plate containing 100 �l of ligand solution (20 mM

HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1% DDM, 100 nM QAPB). The non-
specific binding was determined by competing QAPB with 100
�M of prazosin. After 1.5 h incubation, immobilized receptors
were subsequently washed with 200 �l of assay buffer and
resuspended in 100 �l of assay buffer. 90 �l of the final beads
solution was transferred to a 96-well Greiner Bio-One non-
binding black plate. Fluorescence of bound QAPB was mea-
sured using a POLARstar OMEGA plate reader (BMG Labtech,
Ortenburg, Germany) and normalized to mCherry fluores-
cence, which was detected simultaneously. To measure the
thermostability of �1A-AR variants in the presence of ligand,
receptors were preincubated with 100 nM QAPB for 1 h on ice
prior to being heated at varying temperatures. The remaining
steps were carried out as described for apo state thermostability
assay. Data represent the mean � S.D. of three independent
biological replicate experiments each performed in duplicate
technical replicate measurements.
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IP1 assay

G�q/11 signaling assays were carried out using the IP-One
HTRF� Assay Kit (Cisbio Bioassays, France) measuring IP1

using the manufacturer’s protocol. COS-7 cells were seeded at
25,000 cells per well in a 96-well plate and incubated overnight
at 37 °C and 5% CO2 in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium
(DMEM) (Gibco, Gaithersburg, MD) supplemented with 10%
fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Scientifix Life, Melbourne, Australia),
1% L-glutamine (Gibco), and 1% penicillin/streptomycin
(Gibco). Cells were transfected with pcDNA3.1 constructs of
WT or mutant �1A-ARs using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen)
at 0.25 �g of DNA/well. 24 h later, cells were stimulated with
ligands for 2 h at 37 °C in 40 �l of Stimulation Buffer, then
frozen at 
80 °C. 14 �l of thawed sample were transferred to a
white HTRF� 384-well Optiplate (PerkinElmer Life Sciences),
incubated with development reagents in the dark for 1 h with
shaking, and analyzed by time-resolved fluorescence using a
POLARstar OMEGA plate reader (BMG Labtech, Ortenburg,
Germany). Data were analyzed against the kit’s standard curve.
Data represent mean � S.D. of three independent biological
replicate experiments (except for some samples in the screen-
ing assay in Fig. S8, where some receptors were measured only
once or twice). For each biological replicate samples were mea-
sured in triplicate technical replicate measurements, unless
otherwise stated in the figure legends (as in Fig. S8).

NanoBiT G protein activity assay

COS-7 cells grown in 10% FBS, 1% L-glutamine, 1% penicil-
lin/streptomycin, DMEM were seeded at 250,000 cells/well on
a 6-well–plate. Cells were then transiently co-transfected in the
6-well–plate, with 0.1 �g of G�q-LgBiT (GNAQ-11S) DNA, 0.5
�g of G�-untagged (GNB1) DNA, 0.5 �g of G�-SmBiT (114-
GnG2) DNA, 0.2 �g of Guanine Release Factor (RIC8A) DNA,
and 0.5 �g of �1A-AR (or respective AR mutants) DNA using
Lipofectamine 2000 transfection reagent as per the manufactu-
rer’s instructions. The next day the cells were resuspended in
phenol red-free DMEM containing 10% FBS, 1% L-glutamine,
1% penicillin/streptomycin, 25 mM HEPES and seeded at 50,000
cells/well to a white 96-well–plate and incubated overnight. On
the day of the assay, plates were preincubated with 10 �M

furimazine for 1 h. Following incubation, raw luminescence
counts in each well were measured every 12 s over the course of
the assay using a POLARstar Omega plate reader (BMG
Labtech). Cells were treated with either vehicle or a saturating
concentration of each ligand (50 nM for A-61603 and 100 nM for
antagonists). Luminescence counts were plotted against time,
with the final preincubation reading assigned as the zero-time
point (time of vehicle/ligand addition). A baseline correction
was then performed by subtracting the luminescence counts in
the vehicle-treated samples from the ligand-treated samples,
which resulted in a time course plot of ligand-induced lumines-
cence counts. Initial raw luminescence counts were used as a
readout of G protein expression levels. Data represent the
mean � S.E. of three independent biological replicate experi-
ments each performed in triplicate technical replicate measure-
ments, unless otherwise stated in the figure legends.

Intracellular Ca2� mobilization assays

COS-7 cells were seeded in 10-cm culture dishes at 3 � 106

cells/dish and allowed to grow overnight at 37 °C, 5% CO2 in
DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS, 1% L-glutamine, and 1%
penicillin/streptomycin (Life Technologies). The next day the
cells were transfected with 30 �g of receptor DNA construct
(pcDNA3.1 expression vector containing WT or mutant �1A-
ARs) using 60 �l of Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) transfect-
ing reagent per dish. The following day, cells were transferred
to 96-well– culture plates (5 � 104 cells/well) and allowed to
grow overnight. On the day of the experiment cells were
washed twice with Ca2� assay buffer (150 mM NaCl, 2.6 mM

KCl, 1.2 mM MgCl2, 10 mM D-glucose, 10 mM HEPES, 2.2 mM

CaCl2, 0.5% (w/v) BSA, and 4 mM probenecid, pH 7.4) and incu-
bated in Ca2� assay buffer containing 1 mM Fluo-4-AM for 1 h
in the dark at 37 °C and 5% CO2. After two washes with Ca2�

assay buffer, fluorescence was measured for 1.5 min upon the
addition of ligands in a Flexstation 3 (Molecular Devices,
Sunnyvale, CA) using an excitation wavelength of 485 nm and
emission wavelength of 520 nm. Data were normalized to the
peak response elicited by 3 �M ionomycin (Life Technologies).
Data represent the mean � S.D. of three independent biological
replicate experiments each performed in triplicate technical
replicate measurements, unless otherwise stated in the figure
legends.

Homology modeling

Homology models of inactive and active state �1A-AR were
built with I-TASSER (46) using crystal structures of �2-AR as
the templates, which show 23% identity and 39% similarity.
For inactive state models, the structure of �2-AR bound to
the antagonist carazolol and the inactive state stabilizing
nanobody, Nb60 (PDB ID 5JQH) (47), was used as a template.
For the active state models, the crystal structure of a
�2-AR–Gs protein complex bound to the agonist BI-167107
(PDB ID 3SN6) (48) was used as a template. The N- and
C-terminal regions as well as the ICL3 regions, which have
no sequence similarity to the template, were deleted from
the model. Energy minimization was performed using Min-
imize tool in Maestro version 11.7.012 (Schrödinger, Inc.)
under OPLS 2005 (49) forcefield.
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in the published article (and supporting information).
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